The Physical Setting
When such a frill is exposed to drier conditions the vegeta-
tion disappears and the soil, no longer held by roots is
washed away.
Granite frills in the Red Sea Hills usually show disin-
tegration and pitting, such as is not seen on tolls of similar
rock farther inland even in the more humid regions of
the south. In intermediate regions hills are to be seen
displaying pitting on the eastern sides which are affected
by winds from the sea, while the western sides are smooth.
It suggests that this pitting is not due to the moisture
alone but to some other agent, perhaps salt, brought by
the wind from the coast. The salt crystallising breaks up
an<J disintegrates the rock.
Apart from disintegration there is sometimes hardening
of the surface or formation of concretions. The lateritic
ironstone, so typical of tropical regions seems to be the
result of the alternate dry and wet seasons. The rain
water soaks in carrying with it traces of nitric and carbonic
acids, thus silica, lime or iron may be dissolved. During
the dry season the solution is drawn to the surface where
it evaporates, and matter in solution is left behind in the
form of crusts or concretions. The iron in the form of
limonite often takes up spherical or circular forms as
markings in the rock or nodules. The iron-cemented, or
ferricrete, sandstone appears in odd shapes and has often
been mistaken for lava. The surface of the ground at
Omdurman is covered with a layer of iron concretions
(limonite) and similar deposits are seen more frequently
farther south. The silica appears as a chalcedonic cement
forming a hard outer crust to rocks. Silcrete sandstone
is useful for making millstones. lame concretions appear
ia a variety of forms and usually, where there is lime,
iron concretions are not formed. The lime concretions
in clays are rounded, and irregular, almost like artichokes.
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